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perspectives

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

JASMINE AGUILERA, 747-7477

Here’s looking at you kid The time of my life

BY JASMINE AGUILERA
The Prospector

This isn’t any
other column for
me. This is where I
try to tell you about
the time I locked
my keys in my car,
and by some miracle, someone at The
Prospector had a wire hanger and our
assistant editor and I spent an hour
breaking back into it.
This is where I tell you about the
night our sports editor played a prank
on me by making me think there was
a homeless person living at the Union.
This is where I tell you about the time
we played Russian roulette with a toy
gun that’s still hanging on our office
wall in case of emergencies (or if
someone doesn’t meet a deadline).
This is where I wish I could tell
you about every time we worked 16
or more hours straight to finish that
week’s paper. Where I wish I could
tell you about every time I laughed so
hard my stomach was in knots.
Where I wish there was enough
room to tell you how much I’m going
to miss it here.
Working at The Prospector is the
best thing that has ever happened to
me. That is not an understatement.

From the very start, The Prospector
solidified my love for journalism, for
people, for curiosity. Some of the first
stories I got to cover were about the
Occupy El Paso movement, through
which I learned that I want to report
on social issues for the rest of my life.
If not for The Prospector, I would
have never been able to achieve everything I’ve managed to accomplish
in the last three years.
I would have never been able to intern in Washington, D.C. for two semesters, I would have never been able
to travel to New York City or New
Orleans for conventions and awards,
I would have never been able to network with some of today’s leaders in
media and I would have never made
so many life-long friends.
The Prospector opened so many doors
for me, doors I’ve learned hardly come
around for people with my background.
My experience with this paper
helped me polish my resume, but
more than that, the people I have met
through working at The Prospector
have brought out the happiest, smartest, toughest and most expressive
sides of me.
Working here helped me transform
from a wallflower into someone who
takes pride in being an insufferable
know-it-all.
I would never have had the courage
to chase Senator John McCain down

the halls of Capitol Hill to ask him
about immigration reform, I would
have never felt at ease standing within
40 feet of President Barack Obama
on numerous occasions and I would
never have been able to hold my own
amongst a crowd of senior reporters.
The Prospector gave me the confidence to pursue opportunities that I
never thought would be in my reach.
Though the future is still uncertain
for me, I’ve managed to figure out a few
things—thanks to The Prospy of course.
In May I will be starting a new adventure as an intern for the Dallas
Morning News and I’ll be doing some
freelancing in between. If all goes well,
I’ll be able to call Dallas my new home.
So even though I can’t fit every
memorable moment I’ve had at UTEP
in this space, I can use the remainder
of it to thank the many people who
have guided me along the way.
Kathleen Flores, our Student Publications director, thank you for always
encouraging me—even though you
threatened to fire me almost every
day—and for being there for me during the toughest times. You have become like family to me.
Lorain Watters, my right-hand man
and soul sister, you made me look forward to coming to work every day. I’m
sure that every time I laughed until I
cried, you were the one responsible for it.

see KID on page 8

BY ANDREA E. ACOSTA
The Prospector

How to write
farewell
columns for Dummies—yes,
this
book would have
helped me in this
moment, as I desperately bite my
unmanicured nails and stare at the
blinking cursor that seems to mock
me to the beat of procrastination. I
realize the reason my brain has decided to take a break is not because of
the lack of ideas but because I’m trying to capture and do justice to a very
good experience.
Yes, I’m currently in the first stage
of denial.
When I became a sophomore I decided I was ready to challenge myself
and try something completely out of
my comfort zone, writing. This decision seemed to happily fit my curious nature, and yes, those of you that
know me know it has gotten me in
trouble and placed my sister and me
(sorry sis) in more awkward situations than I care to count, but this
time around the result was favorable.
Starting as a contributor and having very little experience in articles was
very overwhelming and quite scary,
#noshameinmygame #keepingithonest.
I remember my first interview, after a
solid 15-min conversation, and about
four pages full of notes I kept thinking,
“Now what?” Things started to pick up
though, thanks to my great editor @
AlejandroAlba, and I started to get more
familiar with the style of writing.
A few semesters, and several cups of
coffee later, I find myself here, writing
my farewell column, in the very same
spot where, I began this journey. At
least I’m happy to report that I’ve finally come to terms with the fact that
it’s useless to do my nails,
I must admit time flew by, I’m humbled to have been entrusted with the
Entertainment section for over one
year and I’m happy to have been part
of a such a committed and dedicated
team. I’m also very proud for contributing to The Prospector’s Centennial
Issue that despite the overwhelming
workload and endless deadlines, the
#prospy team produced the first ever
100-pager in history after sleepless
nights in which this issue took the
protagonist role in my dreams. But
we always knew we would make it, I
mean what was the rush right?

So, as I prepare to graduate in a few
days, (because there is no such thing
as preparing for something this overwhelming), and I get ready to make a
turn in this very fortunate adventure,
I take with me a heavy tool kit that
I’m lucky to have acquired for the past
two years. I’m gratified that I was able
to tell someone’s story and translate
it into writing and to have met many
interesting people along the way with
such a bright future ahead of them.
A few thank you’s before I wrap this
up. Thank you mom and dad, for all
your love and support, for always believing in me and for all those rides to
and fro interviews when I first started. Thank you to my brothers for trying to stay up late with me as I tried to
meet my deadlines and balance work,
school and the paper. @MichaelaRomán and @JasmineAguilera, thank
you for saving me from the dangers
of mainstream music; thank you @
Luis Gonzalez, for striking a tune
once in a while; @Javier Cortez, you
brought honesty to a whole new different level, thanks for the interesting
conversations about marriage during
production nights; @MarcyLuna, @
IsabelCastillo and @VeroGonzalez
for your constant support and helpful
advice; @DiegoBurciaga thank you
for being a good listener and always
willing to help; @LorainWatters for
hitting the highest pitched laugh I’ve
ever heard, thank you for making us
laugh with you not really knowing exactly why; @AmandaGuillen thanks
for lightening up the office with your
energetic and contagious personality;
and @JacoboDeLaRosa thank you for
reminding me that I can’t count on
you to go eat at Chicos Tacos because
you won’t stop making fun of me;
and @KathyFlores thank you for being an approachable advisor and for
giving me a good laugh everytime I
approached your office and saw you
pout because you thought I was mad
at you. Thank you to all the editorial and advertising staff for the hard
work you produced every week.
As for me? Well, I will continue to be
curious, take one challenge at a time,
and strive to make my very own bright
future. Being part of the newspaper has
opened new doors for me that I can’t
wait to enter. Thanks to everyone and
anyone that made this experience rewarding and made me a better writer.
Andrea E. Acosta may NOT be reached at
theprospectordaily.ent@gmail.com.
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Best news stories of 2014
The girl next door: student dancer shares her story
FEB. 11

BY LORAIN WATTERS
The Prospector
For The Prospector’s Love and
Sex issue, reporter Lorain Watters
met up with “Mary,” which is the
name she wished to go by. Mary is a
22-year-old stripper.
“Red lights bounce off of velvetcovered walls, reflecting on mirrors
and cascading down naked bodies,
sweat and glitter mixing together. Upbeat synth-pop songs play loudly on

the speakers, masking the clinking of
shot glasses and the shouting of men.
Mary, 22, a junior English and
American literature major, is petite—her body hidden beneath denim
jeans, a beige long-sleeved shirt and
sneakers. Her glasses make her brown
eyes bigger than they are because of
their strong prescription. She’s as
“blind as a bat,” she said.
After quitting her job at Whataburger, Mary began working at Foxy’s
when she was 18.

‘The idea of it seemed to click, making that much money. So I started
waiting tables, going in at 8 p.m. and
leaving around 4 a.m.,’ she said. ‘After
a while, they try to flip you. They basically said you either start dancing or
you have to leave. It was very rough
and that’s how I started as an erotic
dancer. It’s a business. A lot of girls
don’t really have a say in it.’”

FILE PHOTO

In El Paso, support for Venezuelan protesters grows
FEB. 20
BY ANDRES RODRIGUEZ
The Prospector

FILE PHOTO

In early 2014, El Paso began rallying support for the growing human
rights movement in Venezuela. Protests took place at UTEP, which were
organized by several students.
“Angela Garcia left Venezuela for the
U.S. three years ago. As a college student in her home country, she fought
for freedom of speech and human
rights, something she’s seeing slip away
as violent protests continue to escalate.

Garcia, a senior business administration major, receives daily phone calls
from crying family members in Venezuela. They tell her violent accounts of
close friends being incarcerated.
‘We feel for them from here seeing
how our country goes up in flames,’
she said. ‘They are using tear gas, explosives inside the homes…this is a
nightmare. Their human rights are
being violated. They are conducting
criminal activities.’
Students began protesting for better
security, freedom of expression and
the lack of goods earlier this month in

Venezuela. Three people were killed
on Feb. 12.
Outside the Union Building, Thursday a group of about 50 Venezuelans
and supporters gathered in protest of
the social and economic inequality of
the country and the misuse of weapons during the protests.
‘We feel obliged to give our twocents, even here in El Paso where
we’re very far away and not a very
large city,’ Garcia said. ‘But we owe
it to our people in Venezuela to tell
them ‘yes, we are here.’”

Family violence cases increase in El Paso
OCT. 7

BY MARÍA ESQUINCA
The Prospector
“Mug shots of people arrested because of family violence reveal more
than faces.
A study by the Texas Council On
Family Violence revealed that the
number of domestic violence cases
that were filed and prosecuted in El
Paso County jumped 87 percent to
more than 3,000 from 2012 to 2013.
In these 4-inch-by-3-inch photographs, some men and women look
straight ahead at the camera, while
others avert their eyes to the side.

According to the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, one
in every four women will experience
domestic violence in her lifetime and
one in 19 men will be physically assaulted by a partner.
Cesar Campa, community relations
director at the Center Against Family
Violence, an emergency shelter for
victims of domestic violence, said El
Paso does not experience more domestic violence cases than its other
two shelters in Hudspeth and Culberson counties.
On average, the shelter houses 90
to 100 individuals, 500 of them being

children and teens. Over 2,000 seek
services from the family resource
center, which provides counseling,
support groups and therapy.
However, Campa said victims of
domestic violence in El Paso may face
other challenges, such as lack of immigration status.
‘Their legal status depends on staying with their abusive partners—if
they leave they lose their legal status,’
Campa said. ‘Their barriers are a little
bit different than someone that is a
U.S. citizen.’”

FILE PHOTO

El Paso NORML attempts
passing Cite and Release law
SEPT. 30
BY JASMINE AGUILERA
The Prospector

FILE PHOTO

“The night of Minerpalooza, Steve
found himself facing two police officers. There was a heavy aroma coming
from his car, so they began questioning him about his use of marijuana.
He admitted to smoking that morning, so the officers decided to search
his vehicle.
He had been pulled over for speeding, but after searching his car, the officers found that he was in possession
of a small amount of pot.
Steve, a junior digital media major,
asked that his last name not be used
in this story. He received a citation
that night, but was not arrested because the officers only found less than
a gram.
Students who have a possession
charge on their record may lose their

eligibility to receive financial aid
grants or scholarships if the offense
occurred while the student was receiving federal aid. For that reason,
Steve took the citation to a lawyer and
is now in the process of trying to get
the charges dropped.
El Paso’s chapter of the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws is attempting to change
the way the city’s judicial system handles incidents of possession.
In early June of 2014, El Paso
NORML began a petition to establish a Cite and Release law in El Paso,
which has already been passed by the
state of Texas. This policy calls for bypassing the arrest process for anyone
caught in possession of less than four
ounces of marijuana.”
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The Centennial Issue Living on the Edge
NOV 11

SEPT. 5

BY KIMBERLY VALLE
The Prospector
Damaris Reyes, junior multimedia
journalism major, lives in a small
community in Hueco Tanks, on the
outskirts of El Paso. Her neighborhood lacks access to running water. She shared her story with The
Prospector.
“Hueco Tanks is about an hour
away from El Paso, heading east. It
is known for its historic sites, state
park and small neighborhoods. Since
the neighborhood’s settlement, there
have been minor changes, although
one issue still remains.
UTEP student Damaris Reyes, junior multimedia journalism major,
said she and her family have to monitor how much water they use every
day. Neighborhoods in Hueco Tanks
do not have city water pipes running
through their homes.
‘There’s been times were we don’t
keep track of how much is left, and
we have gone two or three days without water,’ Reyes said.
Reyes has been living with her parents’ for about 17 years. A blank tank
stands next to their home taller than
the house itself. This tank holds up
to 2,800 gallons of water. Every six
months a Mountain View water truck
carefully tracks how much water is

being used at a cost of $50 dollars
each time.
Water pipes from the tank run into
the home. Next to the tank, there is a
wooden shed that stores a small blue
tank that pumps the water into the
pipes that go into the home.
‘We do limit ourselves with water
usage just for the fact of knowing that
there is only a certain amount that we
have,’ Reyes said.
Because Hueco Tanks is not within
El Paso city limits, there is not much
city limits can do Timothy Collins,
sociology and anthropology professor, said the reason why these neighborhoods do not have city water is
because there are not enough people
living in the Hueco Tanks area. It
would cost a lot to construct pipes in
the neighborhoods.
‘Any decision they make has to be
considered in terms of whether it’s
cost effective or not, whether they
are going to lose money. It’s going to
cost a lot to deliver the infrastructure,
there’s not the demand to justify it,’
Collins said. ‘The city will say ‘oh it’s a
horrible situation,’ however it is outside our jurisdiction, we don’t have
the authority of what’s going on in
the colonias.’”

Protesters voice
opinion
on
43
missing
Number of immigrants entering
U.S. border continues to rise, local Mexican students
OCT. 22

initiatives form to aid

BY AMANDA GUILLEN
The Prospector

JULY 15
BY JOSÉ SOTO
The Prospector
“Approximately 2,000 undocumented immigrants were flown into
the El Paso area in June coming mainly from the South Texas region. They
now await immigration hearings or
possible deportation.
Last week, two planes arrived full of
immigrants, who were caught crossing into the United States illegally.
According to officials from the Annunciation House, of those 2,000 immigrants, none remain in the area.
The Annunciation House, which
works in coalition with local churches, has been sheltering immigrants

as they arrive to the city. Ali Boyd, a
volunteer at the Annunciation House
said the 36-year-old shelter has been
keeping the immigrants for just a few
nights. Boyd also said the Annunciation House is run completely on donations, and with no federal or state
funding. She said that more than half
of the immigrants they have sheltered
have been from Honduras, and that
they are seeking refuge from an increase of crime and violence.
‘A high percentage of the immigrants are fleeing their countries and
seeking asylum here in the States
because right now, Central America
is an extremely violent part of the
world,’ Boyd said.

Mark Lusk, UTEP professor of social work, along with undergraduate and graduate students, has been
working closely with the Annunciation House by helping the migrants
connect with family members across
the U.S.
‘Many see the migrants who have
come to El Paso as a problem. I do
not,’ Lusk said. ‘The problem is in
Central America and the solution for
them as refugees is to flee to the United States. I see this as an opportunity
for us to do the right thing.’”

“Esta presente!” The crowd shouted
as the names of 43 kidnapped Mexican college students were read out
loud by graduate sociology major,
Giovanni Acosta.
A group of roughly 40 individuals gathered Wednesday afternoon at
Leech Grove to demonstrate against
attacks that occurred in Iguala, in the
southern part of the state of Guerrero.
It is believed that the students are being held captive by either the national
police force in Mexico or by organized
crime groups.
This event was held as a part of
a global action day that was held all
over the world in observance of the
missing students.
Twenty-eight bodies were recently
found in a mass grave in Mexico.
Although Mexican officials say that
none of the bodies belong to the 43

missing students, some continue to
question these claims.
Students like Sharon Murillo, graduate philosophy major, said that they
are demanding justice for the missing
college students.
‘We are demanding that the government find them alive, because they
have found around 28 bodies but they
don’t know who these bodies belong
to, and we are expressing our voice
and telling the people that we are
privileged to live in the United States,
because we can express our ideas
without being oppressed like they
were oppressed,’ she said.
Visiting Assistant History Professor
Selfa Smithart-Chew was among the
crowd of demonstrators.
‘The magnitude of these crimes and
the dehumanization of our social system has reached a level of that goes
beyond any horror that we could have
ever imagined in the past,’ SmithartChew said in Spanish.”
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What are your plans after graduation?

MICHAELA ROMÁN, RUBY CERINO, ANDRES MARTINEZ / THE PROSPECTOR

HOPE LOPEZ

Senior mechanical engineering
“After graduation I want to be a pilot in the
Air Force.”

CARLOS CATZIN

Senior mechanical engineering
major
“I’m planning to go into the graduate program here at UTEP then work at the Center
for Space Exploration Technology Research
(cSETR).”

AMANDA AHUMADA

Senior health promotions major
“I’m going to do formulation chemistry
over the summer after I graduate I want
to try to get an internship with L’Oreal and
then come back and get masters in public
health.”

ERIC SANTOSCOY
Senior art major

“I will apply to graduate school.”

CRYSTAL PEREZ

Senior linguistics major
“ I’m going to work as an assisstant speech
therapist in public schools and continue my
education in the process in obtaining my
masters in speech pathology.”

ADRIANO PEREZ

Senior biology/secondary education
major.

GABRIEL BALDERAS
Senior music major

“I will be working on my PHD.”

CARLOS ALEJANDRO
GONZALEZ-RIVERA
Senior mechanical engineering major
“I will be commisioned into the Marine
Corps. If the commision doesn’t go through
I’ll be moving to Munich, Germany to get my
PHD in Astrophysics.”

ANDY CHAVEZ

Senior mechanical engineering
major

“After graduation I plan on working for a
nonprofit organization, and doing social
justice and activism.”

“I want to work in Austin for two years and
then apply for UT’s MBA program.”

RANDY VARLEA

RUBEN SANCHEZ

SHAWNA PAYAN

“Hopefully work for the DoD as a defense
contractor for the government.”

“I’ll look for something in the mechanical
industry, if not I’m planning to come back
for my masters degree.”

Senior mechanical engineering

Senior mechanical Engineering

Senior health promotions major
“After I graduat eI am goig to get an international msters degree in public health.”

DANIEL GARCIA

Senior engineering major

“I will pursue my MBA.”

KATHERINE ANDRADE
Senior music education major
“I hope to get a job as a band director.”

DAVID BOWENS

EDUARDO COBOS

“ I am going to get either my masters in
public health or my masters in sociology at
either Cal Berkeley or Stanford.”

“I plan to work at the white sands complex
for NASA in Las Cruces full time.”

MARISOL TERRASAS

OXIE AZORLA

Senior health promotions major

Senior music education major

Senior mechanical engineering

Senior psychology major

“I will like to teach before I start working on
my masters degree.”

“I am oing to continue my education in Grad
School and hopefully start my career in the
process.”

YAREIRY ALBA

ANDRE PATTERSON

Senior bio med major
“ I will be applying or physician assisstant
programs in graduate school.”

Senior history major

“I am going to try to get an internship with
the Minnesotta Vikings to be a scout, my
dad coaches for the Vikings so I do have a
shot at it.”
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entertainment
Student manages an exquisite future
EDITOR

ANDREA ACOSTA, 747-7477

ANDRES MARTINEZ / THE PROSPECTOR
Manager Armando Silva poses for a picture at Mooyaah Burgers which is located at 7500 N. Mesa St.
“I love dealing with people, the brand-new location located at 7500
BY KIMBERLY VALLE
couple places I worked at I self-moti- N. Mesa St.
The Prospector
“I was excited, I know good things
vated myself to want to be higher, not
Armando Silva was an average col- to just be the average person, just to were going to come and it’s showing,”
lege student, who worked two jobs go in there and get a pay check,” Silva Silva said. “I mean I haven’t had one
and went to school at the same time. said. “I wanted to make a difference person step out of Moyaah unsatisHe managed to handle it all through in peoples’ lives. I’ve always believed in fied. I mean the food speaks for itself.”
his positive spirit. Involved in food positive energy, high morale, team work.”
As the manager of El Paso’s new
hospitality as a manager for more
Silva hoped for a better future for burger joint, Silva will continue that
than a decade, Silva is now ready for
team work and positive mindset for
himself and his family. He set aside
his new managerial position at Mooyhis employees. His goal is to get his
his priorities and spoke with profesaah Burgers, which has opened its
employees in the mindset of wanting
sors in school who motivated him to
doors on the Westside of El Paso.
to go that extra mile with a customer
keep on with his journey.
“Growing up, my grandfather was
in order to make a difference.
After working as a manager for
my father figure and he would always
“I don’t look at it as just a burger
tell me, ‘always reach for the stars, Whataburger and Fiesta Lanes, and a joint,” Silva said. “I want to make
always strive for better wherever you Dual department manager, Silva ran sure when that customer leaves, I
across a different opportunity, he saw want to make sure that they are gowork at,’” Silva said.
Silva had to work two jobs to sup- a Craiglist posting for a manager po- ing to come back and that they enjoy
port his family and at the same time sition for the new burger joint, Moy- their experience.”
pursue his degree. At age 19, he started aah’s Burgers.
Moyaah’s employees welcome their
Moyaah’s Burgers is based out of the guests with a big, “Hi Welcome to
off delivering pizzas at Pizza Hut and
Dallas and Fort Worth area, with one Moyaah!” Families and college stulater became the restaurant’s manager.

dents order burgers of their choice
with their drink or shakes, and get to
watch their order being made while
they wait. The menu has affordable
prizes and a variety of ingredients.
The fries are freshly cut and baked
every day, hamburger buns are also
made in house.
“Our motto is to deliver the best
burger, fries and shakes ever and to
have fun doing it.” Silva said.
Samantha Ortega, junior marketing
major, said she enjoys how Moyaah’s
burgers allows for their customers
to replace their drinks with a shake
without a cost, and that it’s good for
El Paso to have a unique place like this
in town.
“We need to have a variety of restaurants of all kinds, El Paso needs to
expand,” Ortega said.

Alexandria Viescas, senior multimedia journalism major, said she also
enjoyed their shakes.
“I thought it was unique that it had
several unique sauces that you could
add to your burger,” Viescas said.
“The shakes were different from just
the basics.”
Moyaah’s Burgers is looking to open
between five to six locations in the El
Paso and Las Cruces region. Silva’s
next step as manager is to oversee all
of those locations, become regional
manager and perhaps a franchise
owner.
“I want to be that role model for
people. If I end up moving on to a
higher position where I can’t really
deal with people face to face anymore,
I want them to feel that they can always look up to me,” Silva said.
Kimberly Valle may be reached at theprospectordaily.
ent@gmail.com.
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Best entertaiment stories of 2014
Beck, El Paso’s BFF,
welcomed with open arms
APRIL 24

BY JASMINE AGUILERA
The Prospector
Beck came to El Paso to find a
friend—at least that’s what he repeated over and over during his Thursday
night performance at the Abraham
Chavez Theatre.
Mr. Hansen, this reporter would
love to be your friend. In fact, everyone should be Beck’s friend. The energy, enthusiasm and passion of his
performance had the crowds cheering, dancing and begging for more.
The show began with a boom as
neon lights flashed designs and numbers behind the band. After performing a few high-energy songs first,
the show slowed down as he played

songs off of his latest album, “Morning Phase.”
Things got a little slow and dull—
although his latest album is a treasure
in itself, the live performances of the
songs off of “Morning Phase” paled in
comparison to his earlier material.
But of course, Beck loves El Pasoans
too much to let us down. He pumped
up the volume, put away the acoustic
guitar and amped-up the light show.
He danced around stage holding
his pants by the belt loops so they
wouldn’t slip off his small frame and
he had the crowd swaying along with
him. At one point, the band made a
dramatic exit by falling to the floor
out of exhaustion and they disappeared into the darkness.

Downtown welcomes
artists to affordable housing
APRIL 29

BY JOSÉ SOTO
The Prospector
The unused Saddle Blanket site will
house striving artist in the city. Occupancy is expected to start in late
spring or early summer of 2016.
What is currently an underutilized
space in Downtown El Paso will
soon house local artists and creative
businesses.
The unused former Saddle Blanket
site will undergo a massive transformation into an innovative, an affordable housing project for striving artists in the city.
Artspace, America’s leader in artist led community transformation,

partnered with the El Paso Community Foundation, Artists’ Communities in the Downtown Core,
the city of El Paso and local artists
to set the plan in motion for permanent affordable housing for artists
and affordable commercial space for
businesses. Artspace follows the mission to create, foster and preserve affordable space for artists and arts
organizations.
The dire need for such development became apparent when a market survey was released to the El
Paso public in 2008, producing more
than 400 responses. The results were
given to local stakeholders in 2010,
who have proceeded with the plans.

The goal is to create an entrepreneurial arts center, where artists currently
face a need for affordable space, to
create and sell their art and maintain
a profitable lifestyle.
“In our many meetings with the
creative community, we have learned
that there is a great need for a permanent place/space for artists to live and
work, collaborate and experiment
and share their ideas with the community,” said Cathryn Vanderbrink,
vice president of Artspace. “The response from artists in El Paso is one
of the largest in our experience.”

UTEP alum
offers a new way to wake up
SEPT. 26

BY KIMBERLY VALLE
The Prospector
A new coffeeshop is coming soon
as Stacking of the Coffee Box brings
a unique touch in the city’s downtown area. It is set to open
UTEP alumni, Nahum Avila and
Miguel Veloz co-owners of the
Stacking of the Coffee Box, teamed
up on and came up with the idea that
will combine both of their passions,
coffee and business.
“I have been a coffee drinker
for most of my life, and I am very
pleased to be able to share this passion with others,” said Avila.
According to co-owners, it took a
year for plenty of research from both
to assure where would be the best
place for the coffee shop.
“We analyzed the market and saw
potential on the location, we further
discussed whether we should lease a
space or build the location,” Avila said.

Once the research was done Avila
and Veloz approached to the architects and they came up with the layout of the shop.
“I really liked the idea of bringing
something unique to downtown El
Paso, something that can even become a land mark for visitors coming to our great city,” Avila said.
What makes this coffee shop so
unique from others is their architecturethe stacking of two cargo
containers, one slid off to the side.
Avila got the idea of this blueprint by
sighting people using the cargo containers to build houses, hotel rooms
and offices.
“I thought it would be and interesting architecture if it could be used
for a coffee shop,” Avila said.
Avila said this concept took a lot
of effort and encourages interested
students, who are contemplating
on starting their own business after
graduation, to think outside the box.

Former UTEP professor
contributes to campus art department
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO
The Prospector
Metal artist and retired UTEP professor Rachelle Thiewes made the first
of what will be an annual $25,000 endowment to the members of the university’s art department in hopes that
the money will be used to help fund
their research.
“I’ve had a great career teaching at
UTEP and wanted to give something
back to the university upon retiring,”
Thiewes said. “My first instinct was to

create a scholarship for art students at
UTEP, but I realized that the faculty
is really the behind-the-scenes backbone of the university.”
Vincent Burke, chairman of the art
department, said that Thiewes’ endowment will support the research
and production of artwork by faculty
members, with the goal to help artists
exhibit their work to both national
and international audiences.
“This is an important facet of this
gift, which will help our faculty to
further deepen and evolve their pro-

fessional studio practice, and will
help support our quest to achieve tierone research status in the visual arts,”
Burke said.
The endowment is open to all faculty of the art department. Thiewes will
ask participants to create a project
proposal to be presented to a panel of
art experts, explaining how the project’s completion will impact the artist’s career and audience. Participants
will be given 18 months to complete
their projects.
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Miners far exceed regular season expectations

MICHAELA ROMÁN / THE PROSPECTOR
The UTEP football team is going to a bowl game for the first time since 2010. The last time the Miners won a bowl game was in 1967.

BY JUAN CARLOS NAVARRETE
The Prospector
Coming off a two-win season last
year, a three-win season would already be an improvement, that’s how
low expectations were this year for
UTEP’s football team. Seven wins later, the Miners are going bowling and
all their troubles seem to have been
mended from last year.
The Miners opened the season on
the road against New Mexico with a
win that had everyone on the UTEP
bandwagon. UTEP even played Texas
Tech to a standstill until late in the
fourth quarter at home, which reaffirmed the fans’ belief in the team.
After two tough losses on the road
by a combined score of 103-58, the
typical statements that always surround this program were looming—
they can’t play defense and they turn
the ball over too much. The team was
not playing well and aside from one
or two players standing out offen-

sively, UTEP had a losing record and
more questions than answers.
The Miners’ struggles had a lot to
do with the offense not meeting expectations. In the game against Kansas State, the offense was shut down
for the first half of the game. The Miners did not manage to score a touchdown that half. The Miners were finally able to find ways to score in the
second half but it was only against the
Kansas State’s backup players.
Coming from Texas A&M, quarterback Jameill Showers joined this
team with high expectations. That did
not change his senior year, and as he
struggled early in the year; his critics
were at an all time high.
Another senior who faced struggles
during the season was senior tight end
Eric Tomlinson. Many believed this
would be his season for many reasons,
but an offense that veered away from
the pass left him in the role of a blocker
rather than that of a pass catcher.

That’s because they are
winners, That’s what winners do, they find a way to
win. They’ve learned how
to win, and it’s something
no one can take away
from these guys.
- Head Coach Sean Kugler,
speaking on the Miners
ability to handle adversity
The only thing that remained consistent throughout this rough patch
was the running game. At one point in
the season, UTEP had the number one
running team in all of college football
and that offense was the only thing

keeping the Miners in the conversation about how this team would fare.
The team, unlike past UTEP teams,
found a way to continue to play and
find ways to win. UTEP put together
a three-game win streak to salvage
the season, and more than a win
streak they found their stride. UTEP
relied heavily on role players on the
offense and a strong defense that had
a shut out and allowed no more than
two touchdowns in two of the three
games won. The Miners have learned
from their past struggles, especially in
their 55-3 loss to Louisiana Tech.
“That’s because they are winners,”
Kugler said when asked about the
Miners’ ability to play through adversity. “That’s what winners do, they
find a way to win. They’ve learned
how to win, and it’s something no one
can take away from these guys.”
Among the players who helped the
season get back on track was running
back Aaron Jones. While just a sophomore, he’s playing like a veteran and was

ranked number one overall for rushing
yards at the beginning of the season,
finishing in the top 30. He was tied in
the top 25 for touchdowns overall.
Autrey Golden, who was listed as a
running back, played the whole season as a receiver and kick returner.
He found his place in the offense,
playing receiver and becoming an addition to the team who really helped
get the season back where it needed
to be. He also returned two kicks for
touchdowns, which not only broke
the school record for his career tally
of five, but also helped him get close
to the NCAA record.
The Miners’ record through the
first six games of the season was 3-3,
and with a .500 record, the Miners at
times seemed mediocre at best. The
team showed signs of a team hungry
for a bowl game during the second
part of the season, winning four out
of six games and finding their way to
a bowl game.
Seniors who struggled in the early
half of the season began to play a bigger role in the offense. The team collectively seemed more like a band of
brothers and began answering the
adverse moments that before would
have them running away. The offense
began scoring and the defense began
playing much better. They managed
to stop Southern Miss, a team who
had an offense ranked number two
in the country for passing yards and
kept them to two touchdowns.
UTEP finished the season strong
with an overall record of 7-5. They
were almost unbeatable at home and
played well on the road. This team responded to adversity better than teams
from the past. UTEP has not won a
bowl game since 1967; something this
team seems capable of this year.
Juan Carlos Navarrete can be reached at
theprospectordaily.sports@gmail.com

Fan support grows with time not winning
BY LUIS GONZALEZ
The Prospector
The UTEP football team is doing
well this season and
if there is something
the El Paso fan base
likes is a winner. Yet,
come game day there
isn’t even a quarter of the stadium full
and the student section is basically
non-existent.
It’s been said plenty of times about
our city--El Paso is a great sports
town, if you’re winning. The women’s
basketball success just a few months
back is a prime example of how the
town will get on board if you enjoy
success. Then why exactly is a team
that throughout the season was always on the right side of .500 struggling to get the kind of crowd that
women’s team got at the Don. Al-

though the issue is a bit loaded, the
answer is quite simple--it’s natural.
It’s been 10 years since the Miners
last had a winning season and just
the third time in the past 14. At some
point, all that losing is going to cost
you. The UTEP football team has lost
a significant part of its fan base, maybe even a whole generation.
Those two magical years of eight
wins, top-25 rankings and a packed
stadium are far in the rear view mirror. The quality of that team, with a
handful of pros, is nowhere to be
found now. The fans who filled up the
Sun Bowl simply got tired of watching a losing team--a bad product on
the field. They stopped going to the
games and they stopped taking their
kids too.
Those kids grew up with the idea
that UTEP football is terrible, and
unlike DJ Khaled, all they do is lose.
Those kids are now attending UTEP,
they’re the ones not in the student

section. Younger kids don’t even
know a time when the Miners were
winners.
Now, UTEP is not the only one experiencing this problem. Schools all
over the country, outside of the traditional powers of course, are struggling
with attendance. There are just a lot of
things people would rather do on a Saturday night. For example, stay home
and watch those traditional powers on
TV. You even hear this about the NFL.
The television experience is so great
that there is a concern that people
may stop going to the stadium and just
watch the games on the tube.
Forget the NFL though; let’s stick
to Saturdays. When push comes to
shove, El Pasoans would rather stay
home and watch Auburn and Alabama
put up historic numbers, than pay to
watch UTEP and Middle Tennessee
duke it out, and I can’t blame them.
Not all is lost though. There is no
need to panic. There is no doubt this

city loves UTEP and loves its sports.
Again, just look at the basketball
programs. We just can’t expect the
average fan, tired of all the losses, to
come running back with a little bit of
success. It is going to take more than
that to mend those fences—it’s going
to take time.
It’s going to take time for the fan
base to begin to trust the program
again, to become emotionally invested in Miner football. It doesn’t
help that this year’s winning record
was at the hands of programs like
UTSA, Old Dominion, North Texas
and NMSU. People just don’t seem
to give those wins much credit. If the
Miners were winning against Texas
Tech, Texas A&M, or even the almost
undefeated Marshall, then I think the
fan response would be a lot more significant. They just don’t trust the team
yet, not enough to invest their time,
money and emotions. And the truth
is, they’re probably right.

This team and this program still
need a lot of work. But, it is very important to realize that it is headed in
the right direction. Maybe even a lot
quicker than many of us expected.
The product on the field may not be
great, but it hasn’t been for a while,
and this year they won. Instead of
losing to programs like the unheralded UTSA and Middle Tennessee,
this year the Miners won. Winning
is winning, and it is not easy to do at
any level, so there is a lot of merit in
what coach Kugler and his team did
this season, but it’s going to take a
lot more before we get to see the Sun
Bowl completely oranged-out. I believe in this coaching staff, I think it
will happen.
Luis Gonzalez may be reached at theprospectordaily.
sports@gmail.com

